Tour de France

The Tour de France is one of the most exciting sporting events in the world. Discover the
history and traditions of this unforgettable race. Kids ages 6 to 10 will love the cool facts and
action pictures of the Tour de France. Includes a fun Tour de France SPY GAME that will
entertain and educate your children as they watch the race. Plus, an INTERACTIVE Tour de
France QUIZ to make sure your kids get the most value out of this book. Discoverâ€¦ * What
is the Tour de France? * How long does it last? * When did the race begin? * How many
miles are in the race? * Why do some riders wear a yellow jersey? * What does the green
jersey mean? * Who wears the polka dot jersey? * Why does only one rider wear the white
jersey? * How many rest days do the riders get? * How much money does the winner
receive? * Who has won the most Tour de France races? * A complete list of ALL the Tour
de France winners since the first race. ...and Much More! So get started and discover the
awesome world of the Tour de France.
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an annual men's multiple stage bicycle race primarily held in France, while also occasionally
passing through nearby countries. Like the. Geraint Thomas (Team Sky) sealed his overall
victory at the Tour de France , crossing the stage 21 finish line in Paris safely behind the
sprinters, alongside.
Everything you need to know about the Tour de France GC standings, latest news, plus
information on riders, stage profiles, reports, photos and more. Le Tour de France. M likes.
The world's biggest cycling race. #TDF www. browsr.com browsr.com browsr.com Tour de
France. What We Love About the Tour de France Route. Race organizers unveiled next year's
route, and it already has us dreaming of July. Geraint Thomas, the Tour de France winner, tells
Donald McRae about his frustrations with Team Sky during the race, meeting Lionel Messi
and why he cannot.
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